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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to explore formal information representation for tactical reconnaissance system (TRS) organization model, i.e. to describe its framework and analyze its description logic to form organization information in establishing a logical simulation model for the real organization system. This paper establishes system caste diagram, analyzes task, role and entity for TRS organization, and uses Object-Z specification language to design relevant formal models of organization, roles and entities in TRS. It further presents a method in transforming Object-Z class tree to TRS task tree organization, and checks these formal models by implementing simulation. This work proposes a novel approach of formal information representation for a complex warfare system organization model through transforming subsystem-level representation to Object-Z representation, till task tree that reflects system organization information. The application in tactical reconnaissance task decomposition modelling and simulation demonstration system proves that this approach is feasible and effective.
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1. Introduction

The term organization is used to represent partitions and groups of entities such as departments, communities and societies. Warfare system is a dynamical complex organization system with lots of intelligent entities and is characterized by these elements and the time-dependent development of their states. One kernel in complex warfare system, e.g. tactical reconnaissance system (TRS) organization model is formal information representation, i.e. how to design its framework and analyze its semantic knowledge and description logic [1] to form organization information in establishing the simulation model for the real organization system.

Especially in this age of the network, military organization is turning to “chaoplexity” and the scientific way of warfare is characterized by chaoplexic warfare [2-3]. Correspondingly, some systems and complexity theories are presented [2-6]. E.g., Adaptive Transformation is the proposed intellectual and operational approach to adequately address Armed Forces’ evolution in the 21st century [4]. As for their applications in system organization modelling, an important issue is to explore formal information representation for complex warfare system organization model.

Some authors [6-7] propose a set of models, tools and systems aimed at virtual or real technical, industrial, and commercial organizations. But all of them assume social events, and are not focused on warfare procedures. The focus on prior evaluation and analysis of such procedures, i.e., on formal information representation for complex warfare system organization model, would increase greatly the understanding of the response to military operations. The results of formal information representation can then also be used as a starting point for scenario understanding and prediction in future warfare behaviours.

In some papers [8-10], complex warfare system organization and entities’ architecture are studied. However, in most current research fruits, the principal description logic is usually ignored since appropriate formal specification lacks. Thus, the analysis and comprehensive understanding of TRS is extremely difficult without formal information representation approach.

As for formal information representation, there are some methods and tools, such as dynamic description logics [1]. It is obvious that Object-Z [11-13] has an object-oriented advantage. Thus, based on describing system caste and analyzing task, role and entity, by applying Object-Z specification language, a novel formal information representation approach to TRS organization model is proposed through transforming subsystem-level representation to Object-Z representation, till task tree that reflects organization information. The application in TRS modelling and simulation proves its feasibility and validity.
2. System Framework Description

Organizations can define sub-organizations as soon as the complexity of the system increases. Organizations also define rules (norms or laws) that are expressed in terms of general organization constraints (or axioms). Organizations and their sub-organizations are immersed in environments where the elements, i.e., entities execute and interact with each other. The organization relationship is used to represent the relationship between entities and the environments that they inhabit.

Complex warfare system is essentially a distributed intelligent system that can be defined as a coordinated group of individuals who collaborate for a common military task, on the basis of some tactical rules and resources. The system caste diagram (See Figure 1) shows that complex warfare system consists of a number of entity members.

Task decomposition in the context of TRS could be considered in the scope of coordination of the entity’s activities in a dynamic environment where resources may be scarce.

Based on the above analysis, we can obtain task-decomposition system framework description method by establishing a role-entity mapping mechanism, shown in Figure 3, in which an entity can play a role, as an entity agent, to fulfill task decomposition with more flexibility in the TRS model.

3. Formal Information Representation

The most important feature of Object-Z is the class schema [12-13]. The class schema may include local type or constant definitions, at most one state schema and an initial state schema together with zero or more operation schemas. A class schema takes the form of a named box, optionally with generic parameters. It extends the graphical component of Z (boxes) to define its classes, providing an immediate visual indication of the scope of the definition. In Object-Z, a class is represented as a named box with zero or more generic parameters. Figure 4 shows the form of the Object-Z “box”.

In Object-Z class schema, the operations define the behavior of the class by specifying any
input and output together with a description of how the state variables change. Refinement is formally addressed in the context of Object-Z specifications as follows:

**Definition (Downward Simulation in Object-Z):** an Object-Z class C is a refinement (through downward simulation) of the class A if there is a retrieve relation R on A.State ⊓ C.State so that every visible abstract operation Aop is mapped into a visible concrete operation Cop thus the following holds:

\[(\text{Initialization}) \forall C.\text{State} \wedge C.\text{init} \Rightarrow (\exists A.\text{State} \land A.\text{init} \land R)\]

\[(\text{Applicability}) \forall A.\text{State} ; C.\text{State} \land R \Rightarrow (\text{preAop} \Rightarrow \text{preCop})\]

\[(\text{Correctness}) \forall A.\text{State} ; C.\text{State} ; C.\text{State}' \land R \land \text{preAop} \land \text{Cop} \Rightarrow \exists A.\text{State}' \land R \land \text{Aop}\]

The system organization specification determines what each intelligent entity does, and it also handles failure of members to achieve their goals [9]. The intelligent entities play roles defined in organizations. The intelligent entity roles have associated goals, duties, rights and protocols that influence the execution of the entity that is playing the role. Thus, roles played by entities in organization and inter-entity interaction are the kernel on formal information representation for TRS organization model.

Bisht et al. [9] think that inter-entity relationship is an essential requisite for success in any organizational activity. In any military operations, all the warfare entities must be integrated into closely knit teams to perform their collective objectives. However, it is essential that a role reflecting entities interaction is mapped into a relevant intelligent entity. Unfortunately, there is a lack of resolution to the problem, i.e., how establish the entity model in describing organization information.

**Figure 6.** Platform entities in TRS organization.

Based on the above role-entity mapping mechanism, we can further propose TRS roles and entities models which play important roles in forming organization information, since they
4. Approach Application

From class tree to task tree

Since Object-Z always involves a number of additional class definitions (for instance, one class being the root of all objects, and another class being the root of all classes), system organization can be described in Object-Z as class tree, which describes the functionality of an ordered binary tree abstractly by defining an infinite tree structure, a subset of the nodes of which denote the actual tree. This subset necessarily includes the root node of the infinite structure. An example of the class is shown in Figure 7.

The state of class Tree is defined recursively in terms of two subtrees left_tree and right_tree. It also has a variable val denoting the value in the root node of the tree (or sub-tree) and a Boolean-valued variable null denoting whether or not the root node is part of the actual tree. To facilitate specifying the properties of an ordered binary tree in the state schema’s predicate, a constant nodes denoting the set of all nodes in the infinite structure, is declared.

Then, we decompose the subtasks into lower hierarchy in terms of correlation and logistic relationship [10]. Thus we can get organization information in decomposition of task for TRS, as illustrated in Figure 8.

By this decomposition method, the Object-Z class tree is transformed to the tactical reconnaissance task tree. During this course, static formal information representation is transformed to dynamic entity task relationship.

Implementing simulation and checking models

In the simulation demonstration system that we set up, multi-entity interactions relationship in dynamic and real-time military reconnaissance operations is given in Figure 9, in which T and t represent task inputs for Red Force entities and Blue Force entities respectively.
The designed entities in this simulation demonstration system are listed as follows:

- \( r_1 \) : UAV Entity 1 (Red Force);
- \( r_2 \) : UAV Entity 2 (Red Force);
- \( r_3 \) : Electronic Reconnaissance Vehicle Entity (Red Force);
- …
- \( b_3 \) : Information Processing Vehicle Entity (Blue Force)

Figure 9. Multi-entity interactions relationship.

Figure 10. Simulation demonstration system.
Since each intelligent entity has certain sensing and actuating capabilities, and it can observe what happening around as private events. TRS members act in coordination by being given goals according to the specification, and they are themselves responsible for determining how to specify those goals. Also, several tactical reconnaissance entities may observe the same external task that becomes a common task among them. In addition, a private task can be broadcasted among tactical reconnaissance entities to become a common task, as well. Thus, the global specification is established based on the TRS organization, i.e., the union of all members’ reconnaissance tasks. For example, the information processing vehicle entity is driven by the task of “Notifying Reconnaissance Requirements” and takes its tactical actions. Entity-oriented specification using Object-Z and its corresponding task tree is essentially reflects TRS organization behaviours. By this formal information representation for TRS organization, we can apply the conceptual model to simulation model and implement it.

Simulation implementation can be illustrated by Figure 10. When we run the system, we can obtain some results, and find that these TRS entities performed successfully intelligence reconnaissance task on tactical virtual battlefield. Although there are only a few entities in the established distributed simulation system, it shows that our model can identify main components and discover their local interactions and behaviours. It is from the local interactions of individual components and their behaviours with their environment that global system behaviours emerge.

TRS simulation results are accordant to real warfare situation. The fact proves that our formal models are reasonable and the formal information representation approach is feasible and effective.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, TRS is researched as a case of complex warfare system and Object-Z specification language is applied to describe its framework and analyze its description logic to form organization information in establishing a logical simulation model for the real organization system. Thus, an original approach to formal information representation for TRS organization model is proposed, which is validated by its application in TRS simulation. The main advantages of our approach may be summarized as follows:

1. It provides a generic method on forming organization information in establishing the logical simulation model for a real organization system.
2. It advances a tool to establishing mapping function of meta-role model to entity model and a series of formal models of organization, roles and entities in organization based on system organization framework description.
3. It develops a transforming mechanism from Object-Z class tree to task tree and therefore constructs a bridge from conceptual organization model to organization behaviours simulation model.
4. It takes a typical warfare system, i.e., TRS, which is a complex organization system with different intelligent entity members, as research object, and performs TRS modelling and simulation, therefore indicates its usability and applicability.
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